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In the minds of the old feudal lords, "income" was the amount
received each year from the ownership of land plus the sums they
received from assessments levied regularly against persons who
were under obligation to them in various ways.
The modern, capitalistic, concept of "income" stems from the
thinking of the merchant and the entrepreneur. It is the
correlative of the idea of capital. Capital is comprised of the
assets of an enterprise devoted to the production of commodities,
calculated in terms of money, assets which will be transformed at
some later time into present assets. Any surplus, or "profit,"
that emerges can be withdrawn without decreasing the enterprise's
capacity to continue producing. That sum is the proprietor's or
the shareholder's income, income which may be consumed without
diminishing the "wealth" of the enterprise. If somewhat less
than that is consumed, the difference is saving. And that saving
is then available for the expansion of the enterprise's
operations.
To determine income in this sense, the precise methods of
business bookkeeping are required. The "exactitude" of these
bookkeeping methods, the accounts and the results of which are
sometimes even expressed in fractions of cents, is certainly
illusory. The most important estimates incorporated in such
accounts -- the evaluations of plants, inventory stocks and
outstanding debts -- are by no means "measurements." They depend
either on speculative anticipations of future market conditions
or on practices prescribed by legislation or trading practices.
The economic historian, with his eyes turned exclusively on the
past, can make objectively correct judgments, in retrospect,
concerning the success or failure of an isolated portion of an
economic activity. In life and in human action, however, where
we are necessarily always concerned with future conditions, the
uncertainty of the future makes evaluations speculative. Only
when the future arrives will we know whether a balance-sheet was
correct or incorrect.
The income tax laws in all countries fail to recognize the
uncertainty of the basis on which income is calculated. They
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usually draw up certain rigid rules, according to which the
evaluations of plants, inventory stocks, outstanding debts and
obligations are to be made. They assume that there are certain
"experts" who are in a position to give objective judgments of
these things. The fact that a judgment pronounced by these
experts, a judgment which later events show to be wrong, yields
these experts personally neither gain nor loss is interpreted as
impartiality. On the other hand, because errors in judging the
future would affect an entrepreneur's wealth, his judgments of
the future are considered biased.
We are concerned here, not with the various deficiencies in
income tax legislation, but rather with the efforts to calculate
the income of aggregates from a sampling of the incomes of the
members of certain groups. Thus, we must forgo any investigation
into the curious aspects of tax legislation, regulations ~espect
ing the computation of income; we shall turn our attention
immediately to the concept of national income.
There is no reason to criticize the practice of calculating the
sum of all the incomes subject to income tax in Rur i tania and
then adding to this figure the sum of those incomes that are not
taxable under the law. One can then speak, from the point of
view of the tax laws, of the total income received by Ruritanians. The meaningfulness of these statistical results, however,
and whether they may be "improved" by various additions and
deductions is another question.
It is futile to discuss terminological questions. So we may
acquiesce in calling the magnitude calculated in this way
"national income." We could then speak, with what seems like
neutral mathematical objectivity, of the "distribution of this
national income." Nevertheless, things are very different in
reality. The concepts of national income and of its distribution, as these terms are used by economic statisticians, are by
no means without significance. They stem from the socialist
doctrines of Marx and, in line with syndicalistic labor union
policy, are transformed into national socialism.
In Marxist eyes, production in the capitalistic order is social.
But socially-produced things are then appropriated by individuals
to themselves. It is in this sense that statisticians speak of
the "income" of the people and of its "distribution." It is
irrelevant that this concept, of distribution among the members
of society of a magnitude regarded as the social product, was
developed by classical economists and only taken over by Marx.
It is, in any case, a concept which does not belong in modern
value theory for it seriously distorts the facts. An impartial
analysis would not speak of the "distribution" of the social
product. An impartial analysis would speak rather of the
contributions and performances of the individuals responsible for
creating that which then goes to make up the social product.
This approach would then reveal, not the inequality of the
alleged "distribution," but the inequality of the contributions
of the various individuals.
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The political significance of the national income concept becomes
still clearer if attention is directed to the definition of the
words as they are used in combination. The word "nation" refers
to the whole of a nation which is subject to the state apparatus,
an apparatus which is expected or required to interfere if
"distribution" is to be more fairly arranged.
One hears about the "national income" of the United states of
America, not about that of the state of Wisconsin, or of the
entire world. This is because it is not the inequality of the
incomes of individuals in Wisconsin or throughout the entire
inhabited earth that is under consideration, but rather the
inequality of incomes of individuals in the United States. Yet
all the arguments brought forward to make the concept of the
"national income" of the United states appear meaningful hold
equally true for the concept of world inco@e. And every argument
which can be used with reference to the statistics of the
national income of the United states can be used just as well if
the collective "world" were substituted for the collective
"United States," the collective Wisconsin for the collective
United States, or a municipality substituted for Wisconsin.
There can really be only one political explanation for the fact
that American economists and statisticians always speak of
national income only, and make the national income approach the
point of departure for their theoretical instruction.
The
leftist political parties in the United States consider the
inequality of incomes among American citizens the greatest of all
social evils. They advocate measures that are supposed to
alleviate this inequality and, eventually, to eliminate it
entirely. They do not allow a hint to be raised that the policy
of income levelling might be aimed, not merely at income equality
among all u. s. citizens, but at income equality among all the
earth's inhabitants. Their egalitarian ideal is national, not
international, socialism. The dock worker in New York considers
it fair and just that his income be raised by reducing that of
the U. s. capitalists. He is completely unaffected by the
arguments of the solidarity of interests among the proletarians
of all nations; he would consider it insane if the reduction of
his income was suggested in order to raise some\vhat that of the
dockworker in the Brazilian coffee ports.
But this is precisely what the politicians of the economically
undeveloped nations have in mind if they speak of national
income. They condemn not only the inequality of income
"distribution" within the national boundaries of their own
countries but also, in logically reasoned arguments on behalf of
income equality per se, they condemn the inequality of the
average incomes of the inhabitants of the various parts of the
world. These politicians from the undeveloped nations look at
the higher living standards of the inhabitants of the United
states and of western Europe with the same feelings as those with
which U. s. or west European union members regard the
extravagances of u. S. or west European capitalists. Before the
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alternative appeared of choosing between East and west in the
Cold war, the spokesmen of undeveloped nations found little or no
reason to quarrel with the Russians, for they preferred to "side"
with the capitalists, not with the communists. The billions
which the United States gave them as subsidies for various
reasons they considered as partial payments on account. As their
own socialistic parties explained, they were not asking
benefactors for charity; rather they were demanding that which
was rightfully due them from those who were seeking to hold it
back.
The principles which the majority of the western nations follow
in their domestic policies are in opposition to those they follow
in their foreign policy. If they consider the higher incomes and
better living standards of the "bourgeois" of their own countries
as wrong, a wrong that the state should mitigate or eliminate,
then they cannot object to those who advocate leveling incomes
throughout the world. If one "socializes" and "nationalizes" at
home, then one should not be surprised that other states follow
this example and confiscate capital investments.
Of course, there is no need to fear now, or for some years to
come, that the united arnies of Asia and Africa will swoop down
on western Europe and North America to enforce the leveling of
incomes internationally. The significance of the income leveling
idea today consists of the fact that it pushes the underdeveloped
nations into an ideological struggle with the capitalistic west,
especially with the United States. This is seen most clearly
today in India. In the discussions that are taking place in the
United Nations Organization, the formation of factions and
special interest groups stems from the antagonism between nations
with higher average incomes and those with lower average incomes.
This is the same kind of conflict that Mussolini sought to
develop out of the antagonism between the "have" and the "havenot" nations.
The political economists of the United States receive satisfaction from the fact that their national income approach finds
more and more adherents abroad. They fail to recognize, however,
the political significance of their theory's success. They do
not see that this is why the United states has become as
unpopular throughout the world today as entrepreneurs and
capitalists are here at home.
The efforts to grant the United Nations Organization more power
and to transform it into some kind of world government, by
sacrificing the sovereignty of the separate states, are
supported in the United States by the leftist political parties
that advocate a planned economy. These parties do not realize
that restricting national sovereignty in this way must also limit
the power to carry o~t national planning. If inequality in
"distribution" is considered an evil, perhaps the most wicked
evil of all, and if the responsibility for "distribution" is
given to the state, then it is only logical to consider the
redress of this evil as the government's most urgent task.
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Inequality of national income per capita or, in other words, the
unequal "distribution of world income" must bring about a world
revolution.
It is alarming that only a very few voices are raised in
criticism of this new version of conflict theory.
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